Turabian Citation Style: Chicago Style for Students and Researchers
(Notes and Bibliography Style)

Kate L. Turabian's *A Manual for Writers of Research Papers, Theses, and Dissertations: Chicago Style for Students and Researchers*, 7th ed., is the recommended research documentation guide for the humanities and many of the social sciences. The "notes and bibliography" style requires a bibliography of works cited located at the end of the paper. Notes may be either endnotes or footnotes. The first time a work is noted, full details should be given. Subsequent notes to the same work can use a shortened form of entry. Turabian's Manual recommends that notes and bibliographies be single-spaced with one blank line between entries. The first line of a note is indented with succeeding lines on the left margin. For the bibliography, the first line of each entry begins on the left margin with succeeding lines indented (hanging indent). Notes are in a smaller typeface than the research paper.

Books, Two Authors  (Turabian, p. 154, 163)


Books, More Than Four Authors; Editor as Author  (Subsequent reference immediately following first)  (Turabian, p. 155, 163-64)


Short Note  3. Ibid.


Books, Edition Other Than First; Part of Series  (Turabian, p. 170)


Books, Reprint (Turabian, p. 171)


Books, Chapters and Other Titled Parts (Turabian, p. 164, 177-80)


Reference Works, e.g., Encyclopedia Articles (Turabian, p. 191)


Bibliography None

Reference Works, e.g., Encyclopedia Articles, Online (Turabian, p. 191-92)


Bibliography None

Journal Articles (Turabian, p. 154-55, 181-84)


Journal Articles Published Online (Using Digital Object Identifier “DOI”) (Turabian, p. 138, 177, 185)


**Journal Articles Published Online, From Database, Using Stable URL**
(Turabian, p. 185)


**Journal Articles Published Online, From Database, Using “Main Entrance” of Database** (Chicago Manual of Style, 15th edition, p. 754)


**Magazine Articles**  (Turabian, p. 185-86)


**Magazine Articles, No Author, Column Name or Department**  (Turabian, p. 186)


Magazine Articles, Online (Turabian, p. 186)


Newspaper Articles (Turabian, p. 186-87)


Bibliography None

Informally Published Electronic Sources, e.g., Web Sites (Turabian, p. 198)


Library Databases